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Abstract

Group fairness metrics are an established way of assessing the fairness of prediction-1

based decision-making systems. However, these metrics are still insufficiently2

linked to philosophical theories, and their moral meaning is often unclear. We3

propose a general framework for analyzing the fairness of decision systems based4

on theories of distributive justice, encompassing different established “patterns5

of justice” that correspond to different normative positions. We show that the6

most popular group fairness metrics can be interpreted as special cases of our7

approach. Thus, we provide a unifying and interpretative framework for group8

fairness metrics that reveals the normative choices associated with each of them9

and that allows understanding their moral substance. At the same time, we provide10

an extension of the space of possible fairness metrics beyond the ones currently11

discussed in the fair ML literature. Our framework also allows overcoming several12

limitations of group fairness metrics that have been criticized in the literature, most13

notably (1) that they are parity-based, i.e., that they demand some form of equality14

between groups, which may sometimes be harmful to marginalized groups, (2) that15

they only compare decisions across groups, but not the resulting consequences for16

these groups, and (3) that the full breadth of the distributive justice literature is not17

sufficiently represented.18

1 Introduction19

Supervised machine learning (ML) is increasingly being used for prediction-based decision making20

in various consequential applications, such as credit lending, school admission, and recruitment.21

Recent work has shown that the use of algorithms for decision making can reinforce existing biases22

or introduce new ones [8]. Consequently, fairness has emerged as an important desideratum for23

automated decision making. As recent cases in practice have shown, this is crucial in order to mitigate24

unjustified disadvantages towards certain demographic groups (see, e.g., [2, 46, 21, 40]). However,25

quantifying the fairness of decision making systems is not straightforward as any morally appropriate26

notion of fairness heavily depends on the given context.27

Many different measures have emerged in the algorithmic fairness literature to assess and mitigate28

unfairness towards marginalized groups in decision making systems. Many of the proposed notions of29

fairness are in the category of so-called group fairness criteria [7], some of which are mathematically30

incompatible in practice Kleinberg et al. [32], Chouldechova [14]. Therefore, satisfying such a31

fairness criterion comes at the expense of not being able to satisfy others Kleinberg et al. [31], Wong32

[55]. AllMost existing group fairness criteria demand equality of a certain value between different33

socio-demographic groups [12]. However, our framework is also compatible with other notions of34
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fairness that concern groups of individuals, such as preference-based fairness [56, 30]. However,35

this stands, which is in contrast to the comparison of individuals, as it is done with other types of36

fairness such as individual fairness [18, 52], envy-freeness [6] or counterfactual fairness Kusner37

et al. [34]. Readers unfamiliar with group fairness may refer to [38, Chapter 2], [53], and [7] for an38

overview of the topic. We briefly introduce and formally define the most-discussed group fairness39

criteria in Appendix A.40

Much of the algorithmic fairness literature evolves around a limited set of group fairness metrics41

and is often not clearly linked to the many philosophical theories of justice that have been well-42

discussed. Kuppler et al. [33] find that there is little to no overlap between philosophical theories43

of justice and metrics in the algorithmic fairness literature and conclude that “apparently, the fair44

machine learning literature has not taken full advantage of the rich and longstanding literature on45

distributive justice” [33, p. 17]. Therefore, the definitions of group fairness could be described as46

quite narrow when viewed from a philosophical perspective. This becomes evident when thinking47

about an example: Group fairness metrics typically demand that groups are equal with respect to48

some metric. Demanding equality between groups often makes sense, but consider a case in which we49

could increase the utility of one group without harming another: Should we do this? While we cannot50

say that this is always a good idea, it at least seems to be a reasonable objection to group fairness51

metrics, which demand equality at all costs. Therefore, this paper asks whether group fairness metrics52

can be extended to compare groups in other ways.53

As of today, only a limited number of fairness metrics have been discussed, forcing stakeholders to54

choose between a set of pre-defined metrics that they then have to justify for their context. This paper,55

in contrast, presents a general framework for the derivation of targeted and context-specific fairness56

metrics, starting from values and moral views, and connects these to the philosophical literature, in57

particular to theories of distributive justice.58

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:59

1. We propose a general framework for assessing the fairness of prediction-based decision60

systems, based on theories of distributive justice, and allowing for different established61

“patterns of justice” that correspond to different normative positions. The framework is62

based on an analysis of how utility is distributed between groups. “Pattern of justice” refers63

to normative ideas of what constitutes a just distribution.64

2. We show that the most popular group fairness metrics can be interpreted as special cases of65

this approach, which thus establishes a unifying framework that includes established metrics,66

but also shows how new ones can be constructed.67

We first present existing literature on group fairness (including its limitations) in Section 2. In68

Section 3, we present our unified framework for utility-based definitions of group fairness. We focus69

on the mathematical formalization of different aspects of the distributive justice literature while70

keeping the review of the philosophical side short. More details about the philosophical side can be71

found in the companion paper [3]. Section 4 then demonstrates that existing group fairness metrics72

are special cases of our utility-based approach. Finally, we discuss the implications of this and73

possible future work in Section 5.74

2 Limitations of current group fairness criteria75

Existing group fairness criteria pursue an egalitarian approach. This means that they demand equality76

of a certain value between different socio-demographic groups [12]. The fulfillment of these criteria77

is easy to assess, as this only requires access to a few variables (e.g., to check whether statistical78

parity is satisfied, we only need the decisions and the group membership of individuals). However,79

they also come with several limitations:80

The "leveling down objection" As has been shown by [27], in some cases, enforcing group81

fairness criteria can yield worse results for all groups in order to ensure parity between the groups.82

This is what is known as the "leveling down objection", which is often brought forward to challenge83

egalitarianism in philosophical literature [41, 17]: In a case in which equality requires us to worsen84

the outcomes for everyone, should we really demand equality or should we rather tolerate some85
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inequalities? As criticized by Cooper and Abrams [15], Weerts et al. [54], existing definitions of86

group fairness lack this differentiation as they always minimize inequality.87

No consideration of consequences As pointed out by Hertweck et al. [24] and Weerts et al. [54],88

a large part of the existing work on fairness criteria seems to focus on an equal distribution of89

favorable decisions and not on the consequences of these decisions. Binns [11] notes that these90

criteria "[assume] a uniform valuation of decision outcomes across different populations" [11, p. 6],91

and notes that this assumption does not always hold. Whether a loan approval has a positive effect on92

one’s life or not arguably depends on one’s ability to repay this loan (and possibly on other individual93

attributes). This narrow focus on the algorithm’s decisions instead of its consequences makes it94

difficult to use existing group fairness criteria for a moral assessment of unfairness in decision making95

systems. Parity-based criteria that only consider the decisions but not their consequences do not allow96

us to deliberately give positive decisions to a larger share of the disadvantaged group as this would97

be a form of unequal treatment. However, Kasy and Abebe [29] argue that in such a case, unequal98

treatment can be required by justice to reduce overall inequalities. Several works have therefore taken99

a utility-based view of fairness. Heidari et al. [22]’s utility-based definitions of fairness focus on the100

effects of decisions while [13] developed a method that follows the Rawlsian leximin principle to101

increase the welfare of the worse off groups. However, none of them provides a general framework102

that encompasses different theories of distributive justice.103

Limited set of fairness definitions Another limitation of existing group fairness criteria is that104

they represent a limited set of alternatives. One has to choose one over the others, as they are105

mathematically incompatible [32, 14]. [47, 28] have highlighted that the criteria differ with respect106

to underlying moral values. Thus, solely choosing one among the limited set of criteria might fail107

adequately represent a morally appropriate definition of fairness for a given context. Heidari et al.108

[23] show how existing group fairness criteria can be viewed as instantiations of the equality of109

opportunity (EOP) principle. Similarly, [10] show that they can be viewed as special cases of a110

more general principle of fairness they call fair equality of chances (FEC). This way, they provide a111

framework through which the existing fairness criteria can be viewed. However, the conditions under112

which the existing fairness criteria map to EOP (or to FEC, respectively) are not always given. We113

cannot expect every application to fall neatly into one of these conditions and thus cannot expect to114

find a fitting fairness criterion among the ones already proposed in the group fairness literature.115

These more general notions of fairness might be suitable to grasp the different existing notions of116

group fairness. However, they do not adequately represent the complexity of the distributive justice117

literature Kuppler et al. [33]. In this paper, we want to bridge the gap between fair machine learning118

and philosophical theories of distributive justice.119

3 A framework for fairness evaluations based on distributive justice120

As discussed in Section 2, current group fairness criteria have some serious shortcomings. Clearly,121

they do not reflect the full breadth of the literature on distributive justice [33]. To address this issue122

(at least partially), we propose a utility-based extension of group fairness. This section introduces this123

approach from a rather technical perspective. More details on its links to the literature on distributive124

justice can be found in [3]. Our approach is based on the observation that each decision system125

creates a distribution of utility among individuals and groups. Theories of distributive justice are126

concerned with the question of when such a distribution can be considered just. As we will later127

show, some of these theories can be mapped to classical group fairness concepts from the fair ML128

literature (see Section 4).129

We consider a decision making system that takes binary decisions D on decision subjects DS of130

a given population P , based on a decision rule r. The decision rule assigns each individual i ∈ P131

a binary decision di ∈ {0, 1}, applying the decision rule to some input data, which includes an132

unknown but decision-relevant binary random variable Y . It does not matter how the decision rule133

functions. It could, for example, be an automated rule that takes decisions based on predictions of Y134

from an ML model or the decisions could be made by humans. We further assume that at least two135

social groups are defined, denoted with different values for the sensitive attribute A.136
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3.1 Utility of the decision subjects137

As previously discussed, current definitions of group fairness only consider the decisions themselves,138

but not their consequences — even though the same decision could be beneficial for some and harmful139

for others [54]. Our approach explicitly considers the consequences of decisions, i.e., the resulting140

utility (or welfare), which could be positive in the case of a benefit or negative in the case of a harm.141

We model the consequences with a utility function u which, in our binary context, may depend on142

both the decision di and the value yi of Y .143

The utility uDS,i of a decision subject i is given by:144

uDS,i = w11 · di · yi + w10 · di · (1− yi) + w01 · (1− di) · yi + w00 · (1− di) · (1− yi), (1)

where the utility weights wdy denote the four different utility values that might be realized for the145

four combinations of the random variables Y and D.1146

The utility uDS,i is a realization of a random variable UDS . For assessing the fairness of a decision147

rule, we are interested in systematic differences between groups. Our framework is based on the148

assumption that such differences correspond to differentThis means that we are interested in the149

expectation values E(UDS) of the individual utility, for different groups in A. Note that this is150

a normative choice and that other ways of comparing groups are imaginable, e.g., comparing their151

aggregated utilities.152

3.2 Relevant groups to compare153

Theories of distributive justice are typically concerned with individuals [48] while group fairness is154

concerned with socially salient groups. Group fairness focuses on comparisons of different groups155

as this is what theories of discrimination are concerned with [1]. This poses the question of how156

the comparison of individuals in distributive justice and the comparison of socially salient groups in157

group fairness can be combined? John Rawls’s concept of "relevant positions" [42, §16, pp. 81-86]158

is a concept that unites both ideas. We view "relevant positions" as the groups whose expected159

utility we want to compare and refer to them as the relevant groups (to compare).2 As defined in [3],160

relevant groups to compare have comparable moral claims3 to receive the same utility, but probably161

do not receive the same utility. Our approach thus views the theories of distributive justice, which we162

introduced in Section 2, from the perspective of relevant groups to compare.163

To be more specific, relevant groups are defined by two concepts: (1) claims differentiator J : What164

makes it the case that some people have the same claims to utility while others have different claims165

to utility?; (2) causes of inequality (resulting in socially salient groups A): What are the most likely166

causes of inequalities?167

As described in [3], the claims differentiator identifies people who have equal moral claims. In other168

words, the utility should be distributed equally between these people. This means we only consider169

people with equal claims for our fairness evaluation.4 Within the group of all individuals that have170

equal claims to utility (i.e., that are equal in their value for J) we specify groups that are unlikely171

to end up receiving equal utility, on average, based on the known causes of inequality (i.e., that are172

different in their value for A, which is sometimes also referred to as protected attribute). J and A173

define the relevant groups that group fairness criteria compare. For simplicity, we will assume that174

there are only two groups A = {0, 1} that are unlikely to receive the same utility. It is, for example,175

common to expect individuals of a different race or gender to not derive the same utility from decision176

systems.177

1In practice, however, one could use a much more specific utility function, using other attributes as well.
A rather simple extension would also take A into account and define these four utility weights for each group
separately. That should be supported by an analysis of the inequality generated in the transition between the
decision space and the utility space between different (socially salient or other) groups. In philosophy and
economics, the work of Amartya Sen explains why resources do not always convert into the same capabilities
(options to be and do) [49, pp. 21-23].

2This builds on Anonymous [4] which refers to relevant positions as “representative individuals”.
3For a philosophical analysis of comparable moral claims to a good, see [25].
4This concept is similar to the justifier described in [36, 10].
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In the next step, we want to compare the utilities of the relevant groups. Specifically, we will178

compare the expectation value of utility over all decisions made for a given population under a given179

a decision rule. We denote this as the expected utility that takes the relevant groups into account,180

E(UDS |J = j, A = a), where J denotes the claims differentiator and j corresponds to a possible181

value of the variable J , and a ∈ A denotes the different socially salient group to be compared with182

each other. In our framework, assessing fairness means comparing relevant groups with the same j,183

but different a, with respect to the distribution of utility.184

3.3 Patterns for a just distribution of utility185

The claims differentiator J tells us which individuals have equal moral claims to the utility distributed186

by the decision process. However, in some cases, an equal distribution of utility among the relevant187

groups (defined by J and A) may not be the primary concern for justice (see below). Our approach188

offers different choices, which we refer to as patterns of justice. For each of them, we will briefly189

explain their normative view of what constitutes justice. For each pattern, we formulate a fairness190

constraint and a fairness metric: A fairness constraint is a mathematical formalization of a pattern191

of justice, which can either be satisfied or not. A fairness metric F , on the other hand, can measure192

the degree to which this criterion is fulfilled. Note that we construct fairness metrics for a binary193

A = {0, 1}. Therefore, all patterns of justice that we present compare the expected utility of194

two relevant groups: A = 0 ∧ J = j (i.e., E(UDS |J = j, A = 0)) and A = 1 ∧ J = j (i.e.,195

E(UDS |J = j, A = 1)). However, the patterns of justice that we introduce here (egalitarianism,196

maximin, prioritarianism, sufficientiarianism) can easily be translated to cases of more groups.197

In the following, we introduce only a few patterns of justice (representing fairness principles for the198

allocation of goods) that are widely discussed in philosophical literature. However, our utility-based199

definition of group fairness should in no way be seen as limited to these patterns. Our approach200

can easily be extended to other patterns of justice and one may also implement their own pattern of201

justice. Our goal here is simply to highlight a few popular patterns of justice and how they can be202

embedded in our approach.203

3.3.1 Egalitarianism204

Egalitarianism – as the name suggests – demands equality [5]. Egalitarianism as a broad concept does205

not, however, specify what should be equalized. This is subject of the equality of what debate initiated206

by Sen [48]. One could, for example, aim to equalize the opportunities (equality of opportunity) or207

outcomes (equality of outcomes).208

Fairness criterion The egalitarian fairness criterion is satisfied if the expected utility is equal for209

the relevant groups:210

E(UDS |J = j, A = 0) = E(UDS |J = j, A = 1) (2)

Fairness metric The degree to which egalitarianism is fulfilled is measured as the absolute differ-211

ence between the two groups’ expected utilities (lower values are better):5212

Fegalitarianism = |E(UDS |J = j, A = 0)− E(UDS |J = j, A = 1)| (3)

3.3.2 Maximin213

Maximin describes the principle that among a set of possible distributions, the one that maximizes214

the expected utility of the relevant group that is worst-off should be chosen [35]. In contrast to215

egalitarianism, inequalities are thus tolerated if the worst-off group benefits from them. This has been216

defended by Rawls in the form of the "difference principle" [42, 43].217

Fairness criterion The maximin fairness criterion is satisfied if there is no other possible distribu-218

tion that would lead to a greater expected utility of the worst-off relevant group, which we denote by219

Uworst−off
DS = mina∈A

(
E(UDS |J = j, A = a)

)
. It thus requires that the decision rule r′ (which220

5Here, we consider the absolute difference in expected utilities. Alternatively, we could also consider the
ratio of the two expected utilities.
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represents the decision taken for each individual) results in a Uworst−off
DS (r′) that is greater or equal221

than the Uworst−off
DS (r) for any other decision rule r from the set of all possible decision rules R:222

Uworst−off
DS (r′) ≥ maxr∈R

(
Uworst−off
DS (r)

)
(4)

Fairness metric The degree to which maximin is fulfilled is measured as the value of the lowest223

expected utility between all relevant groups (higher values are better):224

Fmaximin = mina∈A

(
E(UDS |J = j, A = a)

)
(5)

3.3.3 Prioritarianism225

Prioritarianism describes the principle that among a set of possible distributions, the one that maxi-226

mizes the weighted sum of utilities across all people [26]. In contrast to egalitarianism, inequalities227

are thus tolerated if they increase this weighted sum of expected utilities. In this weighted sum, the228

expected utility of the worst-off relevant groups is given a higher weight (the maximin principle can229

be seen as the extreme version of this as an infinite weight is given to the worst-off relevant groups).230

Fairness criterion The prioritarian fairness criterion is satisfied if there is no other possible231

distribution that would lead to a greater overall expected utility, which is measured as a weighted232

aggregation of the relevant groups’ expected utilities, where the expected utility of the worst-off233

relevant group is given a higher weight. It thus requires that the decision rule r′ results in a weighted234

utility ŨDS(r
′) = k ·Uworst−off

DS (r′) +U better−off
DS (r′) that is greater or equal than the ŨDS(r) for235

any other decision rule r from the set of all possible decision rules R:236

ŨDS(r
′) ≥ maxr∈R

(
ŨDS(r)

)
, (6)

where ŨDS denotes the sum of decision subject utilities for all groups with a weight k > 1 applied to237

the worst-off group.238

Fairness metric The degree to which prioritarianism is fulfilled is measured as an aggregate of the239

(weighted) expected utilities (higher values are better):240

Fprioritarianism = k ·min
(
E(UDS |J = j, A = 0), E(UDS |J = j, A = 1)

)
+max

(
E(UDS |J = j, A = 0), E(UDS |J = j, A = 1)

) (7)

3.3.4 Sufficientarianism241

Sufficientarianism [50] describes the principle that there is a minimum threshold of utility that should242

be reached by everyone in expectation. Inequalities between relevant groups above this minimum243

threshold are acceptable according to this principle. Inequalities are thus tolerated as long as all244

groups achieve a minimum level of utility in expectation.245

Fairness criterion The sufficientarian fairness criterion is satisfied if all groups’ expected utilities246

are above a given threshold t:247

∀a ∈ A E(UDS |J = j, A = a)(r′) ≥ t (8)

Fairness metric The degree to which sufficientarianism is fulfilled is measured as the number of248

groups whose expected utility is above the given threshold t (higher values are better):249

Fsufficientarianism =
∑
a∈A

Ta, where Ta =

{
1, if E(UDS |J = j, A = a) ≥ t

0, otherwise
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3.4 Extension of group fairness250

Based on the mathematical framework outlined in this section, we suggest an extension of the251

current understanding of group fairness as described in Section 2. Instead of seeing group fairness252

as demanding equality between socio-demographic groups with respect to some value, we instead253

propose the following definition:254

Definition 1 (Group fairness). Group fairness is the just distribution of utility among relevant groups.255

What makes a distribution just depends on the pattern of justice. Thus, our extended understanding256

of group fairness does not necessarily require equal expected utilities across groups. Furthermore,257

our definition ensures that only relevant groups are being compared (in the most familiar case, these258

correspond to socio-demographic groups).259

Group fairness criteria, in our sense, specify when group fairness is satisfied by a decision-making260

system. From this, it follows that there are more group fairness criteria than previously acknowledged.261

This extension of group fairness criteria alleviates some of the criticisms of currently popular group262

fairness criteria as we will show in Section 5.263

4 Relation to existing group fairness criteria264

Existing group fairness criteria are special cases of the utility-based extension we propose. In this265

section, we formally show under which conditions our approach maps to existing group fairness266

criteria (see Table 1 for a summary of the results). In particular, we look at well-known group267

fairness criteria: (conditional) statistical parity, equality of opportunity, false positive rate (FPR)268

parity, equalized odds, predictive parity, false omission rate (FOR) parity, and sufficiency. The269

mathematical definitions of these criteria can be found in Table 2 in Appendix A. Furthermore, we270

show how the utility-based group fairness metrics relate to existing ones. In this section, we only271

demonstrate when our utility-based approach results in one of three often discussed group fairness272

criteria: statistical parity, equality of opportunity, and predictive parity. We refer the interested reader273

to the Appendix B.2 where we provide a similar mapping for other existing group fairness criteria.274

The findings we present in this section extend the ones of [23], [36], and [10]. While [23] consider275

the distribution of undeserved utility (what they call the difference between an individual’s actual and276

effort-based utility), [36] and [10] use the decision subject utility UDS to derive a morally appropriate277

group fairness definition. This is similar to our approach presented in this paper; however, they only278

consider two options UDS = D and UDS = Y , while our approach allows for arbitrary functions f279

for the utility: UDS = f(D,Y ) .280

Statistical parity (also called demographic parity or group fairness [18]) is defined as P (D = 1|A =281

0) = P (D = 1|A = 1). For specific decision subject utility weights wdy and without any claims282

differentiator J , the condition of our utility-based fairness criteria derived from our framework is283

equivalent to statistical parity:284

Proposition 2 (Statistical parity as utility-based fairness). If the utility weights of all possible285

outcomes (as described in Section 3.1) do not depend on the group membership (wdy ⊥ a), and286

w11 = w10 ̸= w01 = w00, then the egalitarian pattern fairness condition with J = ∅ is equivalent to287

statistical parity.288

The formal proof of Proposition 2 can be found in Appendix B.1.1.289

We use w1y
6 to denote the decision subject utility associated with a positive decision (D = 1) and290

w0y to denote the decision subject utility associated with a negative decision (D = 0). As we showed291

above, requiring statistical parity can be equivalent to requiring the fulfillment of a utility-based group292

fairness criterion. However, even if the two criteria are equivalent, this is not necessarily true if we293

compare the group fairness metrics that specify the degree to which these two criteria are fulfilled, i.e.,294

if we compare the degree to which statistical parity is fulfilled with the degree to which a utility-based295

fairness metric is fulfilled:296

6Recall that utility weights are denoted by wdy , where both d and y can take the value 0 or 1. For simplicity,
we use w1y as a placeholder for utility weights of all outcomes with a positive decision (d = 1) and for
individuals of any type (y ∈ {0, 1}), i.e., w10 or w11.
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Corollary 3 (Partial fulfillment of statistical parity in terms of utility-based fairness). Suppose that297

the degree to which statistical parity is fulfilled is defined as the absolute difference in decision ratios298

across groups, i.e., |P (D = 1|A = 0) − P (D = 1|A = 1)|. If the utility weights of all possible299

outcomes do not depend on the group membership (wdy ⊥ a), and w11 = w10 ̸= w01 = w00 (i.e.,300

w1y ̸= w0y), and J = ∅, then the degree to which egalitarianism is fulfilled is equivalent to the301

degree to which statistical parity is fulfilled, multiplied by |w1y − w0y|.302

The formal proof of Corollary 3 can be found in Appendix B.1.2. Intuitively, Fegalitarianism, which is303

derived from the utility-based fairness approach and represents the degree to which egalitarianism is304

fulfilled, can be seen as the degree to which statistical parity is fulfilled, weighted by the absolute305

difference in utility for the decision received (decision subject utility for a positive versus a negative306

decision).307

Equality of opportunity (also called TPR parity) is defined as P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0) = P (D =308

1|Y = 1, A = 1), i.e., it requires parity of true positive rates (TPR) across groups a ∈ A [20].309

Proposition 4 (Equality of opportunity as utility-based fairness). If w11 and w01 do not depend on310

the group membership (wd1 ⊥ a), and w11 ̸= w01, then the egalitarian pattern fairness condition311

with J = Y and j = {1} is equivalent to equality of opportunity.312

The formal proof of Proposition 4 can be found in Appendix B.1.3. Compared to statistical parity,313

equality of opportunity only requires equal acceptance rates across those subgroups of A who are314

of type Y = 1. This corresponds to the claims differentiator j = {1} for J = Y . Thus, we simply315

require the utility weights w11 and w01 to be unequal and independent of a (which means that the316

utility weights w11 and w01 are constant across groups). As is the case for statistical parity, there are317

differences when looking at the degree to which the two notions of fairness are fulfilled (equality of318

opportunity and the utility-based fairness under the conditions specified in Proposition 4):319

Corollary 5 (Partial fulfillment of equality of opportunity in terms of utility-based fairness). Suppose320

that the degree to which equality of opportunity is fulfilled is defined as the absolute difference in321

decision ratios for individuals of type Y = 1 across groups, i.e., |P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0)−P (D =322

1|Y = 1, A = 1)|. If w11 and w01 do not depend on the group membership (wd1 ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w01,323

J = Y , and j = {1}, then the degree to which egalitarianism is fulfilled is equivalent to the degree324

to which equality of opportunity is fulfilled, multiplied by |(w11 − w01)|.325

The formal proof of Corollary 5 can be found in Appendix B.1.4.326

Predictive parity (also called PPV parity [9] or outcome test [51]) is defined as P (Y = 1|D = 1, A =327

0) = P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1), i.e., it requires parity of positive predictive value (PPV) rates across328

groups a ∈ A.329

Proposition 6 (Predictive parity as utility-based fairness). If w11 and w10 do not depend on the330

group membership (w1y ⊥ a), and w11 ̸= w10, then the egalitarian pattern fairness condition with331

J = D and j = {1} is equivalent to predictive parity.332

The formal proof of Proposition 6 can be found in Appendix B.1.5. Compared to equality of333

opportunity, predictive parity requires an equal share of individuals to be of type Y = 1 among334

those subgroups of A who receive the decision D = 1. This corresponds to the claims differentiator335

j = {1} for J = D. Thus, we simply require the utility weights w11 and w10 to be unequal and336

independent of a. As is the case for the other group fairness criteria, there are differences regarding337

the degree to which the two notions of fairness are fulfilled (predictive parity and the utility-based338

fairness under the conditions specified in Proposition 6):339

Corollary 7 (Partial fulfillment of predictive parity in terms of utility-based fairness). Suppose that340

the degree to which predictive parity is fulfilled is defined as the absolute difference in the ratio of341

individuals that are of type Y = 1 among all those that are assigned the decision D = 1 across342

groups, i.e., |P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0)− P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1)|. If w11 and w10 do not depend343

on the group membership (w1y ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w10, J = D, and j = {1}, then the degree to which344

egalitarianism is fulfilled is equivalent to the degree to which predictive parity is fulfilled, multiplied345

by |w11 − w10|.346

The formal proof of Corollary 7 can be found in Appendix B.1.6.347

Considering Table 1, we see that existing group fairness criteria have a narrow understanding of utility348

and do not tolerate inequalities, which can ultimately be harmful to already marginalized groups as349
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Table 1: Mapping of existing group fairness metrics to our utility-based approach under Egalitarianism
Conditions Equivalent fairness criterion
UDS weights (for groups a ∈ {0, 1}) J j
w11 = w10 ̸= w01 = w00 ∧ wdy ⊥ a ∅ - Statistical parity
w11 = w10 ̸= w01 = w00 ∧ wdy ⊥ a L l Conditional statistical parity
w11 ̸= w01 ∧ wd1 ⊥ a Y {1} Equality of opportunity
w10 ̸= w00 ∧ wd0 ⊥ a Y {0} False positive rate parity
w11 ̸= w01 ∧ w10 ̸= w00 ∧ wdy ⊥ a Y {0, 1} Equalized odds
w11 ̸= w10 ∧ w1y ⊥ a D {1} Predictive parity
w01 ̸= w00 ∧ w0y ⊥ a D {0} False omission rate parity
w11 ̸= w10 ∧ w01 ̸= w00 ∧ wdy ⊥ a D {0, 1} Sufficiency

previous work has shown [27]. Moreover, existing group fairness criteria embed assumptions about350

who has equal or different moral claims to utility. If we were to, for example, demand equalized351

odds for credit lending (where D is the bank’s decision to either approve a loan (D = 1) or reject it352

(D = 0), and Y is the loan applicant’s ability to repay the loan (Y = 1) or not (Y = 0)), we would353

make the following assumptions: People who are different in their ability to repay their loans have354

different claims to utility. We must thus equalize the expected utilities between people who are able355

to repay their loans and we must also equalize the expected utilities between people who are not356

able to repay their loans. However, the assumptions listed in Table 1 may not be met for all decision357

making systems. Our utility-based extension is thus necessary to implement other views of justice.358

5 Discussion359

As we have seen, existing group fairness criteria are special cases of our utility-based approach. This360

approach addresses several of the limitations of existing group fairness criteria that we discussed in361

Section 2.362

The "leveling down objection" The "leveling down objection" is a prevalent anti-egalitarianism363

argument [41, 17] saying that less inequality is not desirable if this requires lowering the better-off364

group’s welfare to match the one of the worse-off group. On this basis, choosing egalitarianism as the365

pattern of justice has been criticized in the algorithmic fairness literature (see, e.g., [36, 27, 54]). Our366

approach allows using other patterns of justice, such as maximin, prioritarianism, or sufficientarianism367

(see Section 3.3). Other patterns that can be formalized as mathematical formulas may also be used.368

One could, for example, combine several patterns into one and require equal expected utilities across369

groups as long as none of the groups is better off than it would be without any fairness requirement.370

This would represent a combination of egalitarianism and a group-specific baseline threshold (similar371

to sufficientarianism), making a "leveling down" of the better-off group impossible and adhering372

to the Pareto principle. Therefore, our approach links group fairness to a much larger part of the373

literature on distributive justice than current group fairness criteria.374

No consideration of consequences Existing group fairness criteria only consider the distribution375

of either D or Y . This could be interpreted as analyzing the distribution of utility but assuming376

that utility is equivalent to either D or Y instead of, for example, the combination of D and Y .377

Existing group fairness criteria thus represent a very confining definition of utility. Our approach378

acknowledges that the utility of the decision subjects does not only depend on the decision itself but379

also on other attributes such as one’s ability to repay a loan or one’s socioeconomic status (see, e.g.,380

[24, 54, 11]. This is represented through the utility function described in Section 3.1.381

Limited set of fairness definitions Previous attempts to guide stakeholders in choosing appropriate382

fairness criteria have taken on the form of explicit rules, such as in [45, 37, 44]. Such rules, however,383

presuppose a limited set of fairness definitions between which stakeholders can choose. Instead,384

we provide a method to construct ad-hoc fairness criteria that reflect the values decided on by the385

stakeholders by combining the definition of the utility function for decision subjects (Section 3.1), the386

relevant groups to compare (Section 3.2) and the pattern for a just distribution of utility (Section 3.3).387
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Many important questions remain and may be the subject of future research: What are relevant trade-388

offs when imposing utility-based group fairness criteria as requirements? Optimal decision rules for389

existing group fairness criteria have been derived by [20, 16, 9] – do they change for the fairness390

criteria defined by our approach? Further, while our approach creates a link between group fairness391

and different theories of justice, it does not cover theories of distributive justice that are structurally392

different from the ones we discussed, e.g., Nozick’s entitlement theory [39]. It is unclear how such393

theories could be represented in formalized fairness criteria. Moreover, there is a risk that decision394

makers simply use our approach to bluewash their decision making system, which they may claim395

to be "fair" and "unbiased" after coming up with a fairness criterion that neatly fits their own goals.396

This is an issue with other fairness criteria as well. Therefore, it is important to make the process397

of defining fairness criteria accessible to the public, so that decision subjects can get involved and398

hold decision makers accountable. This raises the question: with utility functions being notoriously399

hard to define [49, 19], how could our approach be accessible enough for practical use? What may400

be needed is a process for eliciting values from stakeholders. One may object that this makes group401

fairness criteria similarly difficult to implement as individual fairness and counterfactual fairness.402

Our response to this is that existing group fairness criteria might seem easier to use, but they still403

embed values and assumptions about the context in which they are used. Our approach helps to make404

these assumptions explicit.405
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A Existing group fairness criteria594

Here, we briefly introduce the most discussed group fairness criteria. Table 2 list the parity require-595

ments associated with these criteria. Statistical parity demands that the share of positive decisions596
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is equal between socio-demographic groups (defined by the sensitive attribute A = {0, 1}) [18] –597

this is only required for a set of so-called legitimate attributes l ∈ L for the criterion conditional598

statistical parity [16]. Equality of opportunity, similarly, demands equal shares of positive decisions599

between socio-demographic groups, but only for those whose target variable is positive (Y = 1) [20]600

– thus, it is sometimes also referred to as true positive rate (TPR) parity. Equalized odds – sometimes601

also called separation – requires both equality of opportunity and FPR parity (which is similar to602

equality of opportunity, however, it is limited to individuals of type Y = 0). In contrast, predictive603

parity demands equal shares of individuals of type Y = 1 across socio-demographic groups, but only604

for those who received a positive decision D = 1 – thus, it is sometimes also referred to as positive605

predictive value (PPV) parity. Sufficiency requires both PPV parity and false omission rate (FOR)606

parity (which is similar to PPV parity, however, it is limited to individuals who received a negative607

decision D = 0).608

Table 2: Existing group fairness metrics
Fairness criterion Parity requirement
Statistical parity P (D = 1|A = 0) = P (D = 1|A = 1)
Conditional statistical parity P (D = 1|L = l, A = 0) = P (D = 1|L = l, A = 1)
Equality of opportunity P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0) = P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 1)
False positive rate parity P (D = 1|Y = 0, A = 0) = P (D = 1|Y = 0, A = 1)
Equalized odds P (D = 1|Y = y,A = 0) = P (D = 1|Y = y,A = 1), for y ∈ {0, 1}
Predictive parity P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0) = P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1)
False omission rate parity P (Y = 1|D = 0, A = 0) = P (Y = 1|D = 0, A = 1)
Sufficiency P (Y = 1|D = d,A = 0) = P (Y = 1|D = d,A = 1), for d ∈ {0, 1}

B Mapping existing group fairness criteria to our utility-based approach609

B.1 Omitted proofs610

B.1.1 Proof of Proposition 2611

Recall that the utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism requires equal expected612

utilities between groups:613

E(UDS |J = j, A = 0) = E(UDS |J = j, A = 1) (B.9)

Since there is no claims differentiator (i.e., J = ∅), this can be simplified to:614

E(UDS |A = 0) = E(UDS |A = 1) (B.10)

For w11 = w10 and w01 = w00, the decision subject utility (see Equation 1) is:615

uDS,i = w0y + (w1y − w0y) · di, (B.11)

where w1y denotes the decision subject utility associated with a positive decision (D = 1) and w0y616

denotes the decision subject utility associated with a negative decision (D = 0). Thus, the expected617

utility for individuals of group a can be written as:618

E(UDS |A = a) = w0y + (w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = a). (B.12)

If the utility weights of all possible outcomes do not depend on the group membership (wdy ⊥ a), and619

w1y ̸= w0y
7, then the utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism (see Equation B.10)620

requires:621

w0y + (w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 0) = w0y + (w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 1)

⇔ (w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 0) = (w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 1)

⇔ P (D = 1|A = 0) = P (D = 1|A = 1),

(B.13)

where the last line is identical to statistical parity.622

7If w1y = w0y , then the utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism would always be
satisfied and the equivalence to statistical parity would not hold.
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B.1.2 Proof of Corollary 3623

Recall that the degree to which egalitarianism is fulfilled is defined as Fegalitarianism = |E(UDS |J =624

j, A = 0)− E(UDS |J = j, A = 1)| (see Equation 3). If the utility weights of all possible outcomes625

do not depend on the group membership (wdy ⊥ a), and w11 = w10 ̸= w01 = w00 (i.e., w1y ̸= w0y),626

J = ∅, this can be written as (see Equations B.10 and B.12):627

Fegalitarianism = | (w0y + (w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 0))

− (w0y + (w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 1)) |
= | ((w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 0))− ((w1y − w0y) · P (D = 1|A = 1)) |
= |(w1y − w0y) · (P (D = 1|A = 0)− P (D = 1|A = 1)) |

(B.14)

where the last line corresponds to a multiplication of |w1y − w0y| with the degree to which statistical628

parity is fulfilled.629

B.1.3 Proof of Proposition 4630

Recall that the utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism requires equal expected631

utilities between groups:632

E(UDS |J = j, A = 0) = E(UDS |J = j, A = 1) (B.15)

Since the claims differentiator is the same as the attribute Y = 1, i.e., J = Y and the only morally633

relevant value of Y is 1 (i.e., j = {1}), this can be simplified to:634

E(UDS |Y = 1, A = 0) = E(UDS |Y = 1, A = 1) (B.16)

For yi = 1, the decision subject utility (see Equation 1) is:635

uDS,i = w01 + (w11 − w01) · di. (B.17)

Thus, the expected utility for individuals of type Y = 1 in group a can be written as:636

E(UDS |Y = 1, A = a) = w01 + (w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = a). (B.18)

If w11 and w01 do not depend on the group membership (wd1 ⊥ a), and w11 ̸= w01
8, then the637

utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism (see Equation B.16) requires:638

w01 + (w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0) = w01 + (w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 1)

⇔ (w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0) = (w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 1)

⇔ P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0) = P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 1),
(B.19)

where the last line is identical to equality of opportunity.639

B.1.4 Proof of Corollary 5640

Recall that the degree to which egalitarianism is fulfilled is defined as Fegalitarianism = |E(UDS |J =641

j, A = 0)− E(UDS |J = j, A = 1)| (see Equation 3). If w11 and w01 do not depend on the group642

membership (wd1 ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w01, J = Y , and j = {1}, this can be written as (see Equations B.16643

and B.18):644

Fegalitarianism = | (w01 + (w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0))

− (w01 + (w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 1)) |
= | ((w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0))

− ((w11 − w01) · P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 1)) |
= |(w11 − w01) · (P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 0)− P (D = 1|Y = 1, A = 1)) |

(B.20)

where the last line corresponds to a multiplication of |w11 − w01| with the degree to which equality645

of opportunity is fulfilled.646

8If w11 = w01, then the utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism would always be
satisfied and the equivalence to equality of opportunity would not hold.
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B.1.5 Proof of Proposition 6647

Recall that the utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism requires equal expected648

utilities between groups:649

E(UDS |J = j, A = 0) = E(UDS |J = j, A = 1) (B.21)

Since the claims differentiator is the same as the decision D = 1, i.e., J = D and the only morally650

relevant value of D is 1 (i.e., j = {1}), this can be simplified to:651

E(UDS |D = 1, A = 0) = E(UDS |D = 1, A = 1) (B.22)

For di = 1, the decision subject utility (see Equation 1) is:652

uDS,i = w10 + (w11 − w10) · yi. (B.23)

Thus, the expected utility for individuals in group a that are assigned the decision D = 1 can be653

written as:654

E(UDS |D = 1, A = a) = w10 + (w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = a). (B.24)

If w11 and w10 do not depend on the group membership (w1y ⊥ a), and w11 ̸= w10
9, then the655

utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism (see Equation B.22) requires:656

w10 + (w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0) = w10 + (w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1)

⇔ (w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0) = (w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1)

⇔ P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0) = P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1),
(B.25)

where the last line is identical to predictive parity.657

B.1.6 Proof of Corollary 7658

Recall that the degree to which egalitarianism is fulfilled is defined as Fegalitarianism = |E(UDS |J =659

j, A = 0)− E(UDS |J = j, A = 1)| (see Equation 3). If w11 and w10 do not depend on the group660

membership (w1y ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w10, J = D, and j = {1}, this can be written as (see Equations B.22661

and B.24):662

Fegalitarianism = | (w10 + (w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0))

− (w10 + (w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1)) |
= | ((w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0))

− ((w11 − w10) · P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1)) |
= |(w11 − w10) · (P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 0)− P (Y = 1|D = 1, A = 1)) |

(B.26)

where the last line corresponds to a multiplication of |w11 −w10| with the degree to which predictive663

parity is fulfilled.664

B.2 Mapping to other group fairness criteria665

In Section 4, we mapped our utility-based approach to the three group fairness criteria statistical parity,666

equality of opportunity, and predictive parity. Here, we additionally show under which conditions our667

utility-based approach is equivalent to other group fairness criteria: conditional statistical parity, false668

positive rate parity, equalized odds, false omission rate parity, and sufficiency.669

B.2.1 Conditional statistical parity670

Conditional statistical parity is defined as P (D = 1|L = l, A = 0) = P (D = 1|L = l, A = 1),671

where L is what [16] refer to as the legitimate attributes. Thus, conditional statistical parity requires672

equality of acceptance rates across all subgroups in A = 0 and A = 1 who are equal in their value l673

for L, where L can be any (combination of) feature(s) besides D and A.674

9If w11 = w10, then the utility-based fairness following the pattern of egalitarianism would always be
satisfied and the equivalence to predictive parity would not hold.
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Proposition 8 (Conditional statistical parity as utility-based fairness). If the utility weights of all675

possible outcomes do not depend on the group membership (wdy ⊥ a), and w11 = w10 ̸= w01 = w00,676

then the egalitarian pattern fairness condition with J = L is equivalent to conditional statistical parity.677

678

The proof of Proposition 8 is similar to the one of Proposition 2.679

Under these conditions, the degree to which Fegalitarianism is fulfilled is equivalent to the degree to680

which conditional statistical parity is fulfilled, multiplied by |w1y −w0y|. This could easily be proved681

– similar to the proof of Corollary 3 but with the conditions of the utility-based fairness stated in682

Proposition 8.683

B.2.2 False positive rate (FPR) parity684

FPR parity (also called predictive equality [16]) is defined as P (D = 1|Y = 0, A = 0) = P (D =685

1|Y = 0, A = 1), i.e., it requires parity of false positive rates (FPR) across groups a ∈ A.686

Proposition 9 (FPR parity as utility-based fairness). If w10 and w00 do not depend on the group687

membership (wd0 ⊥ a), and w10 ̸= w00, then the egalitarian pattern fairness condition with J = Y688

and j = {0} is equivalent to FPR parity.689

For yi = 0, the decision subject utility (see Equation 1) is:690

uDS,i = w00 + (w10 − w00) · di. (B.27)

Thus, the expected utility for individuals of type Y = 0 in group a can be written as:691

E(UDS |Y = 0, A = a) = w0 + (w10 − w00) · P (D = 1|Y = 0, A = a). (B.28)

Hence, we simply require the utility weights w10 and w00 to be unequal and independent of a. Then,692

the proof of Proposition 9 is similar to the one of Proposition 4.693

If w10 and w00 do not depend on the group membership (wd0 ⊥ a), and w10 ̸= w00, then the degree694

to which Fegalitarianism is fulfilled is equivalent to the degree to which FPR parity is fulfilled, multiplied695

by |w10 − w00|. This could easily be proved – similar to the proof of Corollary 5.696

B.2.3 Equalized odds697

Equalized odds (sometimes also referred to as separation [7]) is defined as P (D = 1|Y = y,A =698

0) = P (D = 1|Y = y,A = 1), for y ∈ {0, 1}.699

Proposition 10 (Equalized odds as utility-based fairness). If the utility weights of all possible700

outcomes do not depend on the group membership (wdy ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w01, and w10 ̸= w00, then the701

egalitarian pattern fairness condition with J = Y and j = {0, 1} is equivalent to equalized odds.702

The conditions under which the utility-based fairness criteria is equivalent is shown separately for703

equality of opportunity (see Proposition 4) and FPR parity (see Proposition 9). Since equalized odds704

requires equality of opportunity and FPR parity, the the conditions for both fairness criteria must705

be met (i.e., wdy ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w01, w10 ̸= w00, J = Y , and j = {0, 1}), so that the utility-based706

fairness constraint is equivalent to equalized odds.707

B.2.4 False omission rate (FOR) parity708

FOR parity is defined as P (Y = 1|D = 0, A = 0) = P (Y = 1|D = 0, A = 1), i.e., it requires709

parity of false omission rates (FOR) across groups a ∈ A.710

Proposition 11 (FOR parity as utility-based fairness). If w01 and w00 do not depend on the group711

membership (w0y ⊥ a), and w01 ̸= w00, then the egalitarian pattern fairness condition with J = D,712

and j = {0} is equivalent to FOR parity.713

For di = 0, the decision subject utility (see Equation 1) is:714

uDS,i = w00 + (w01 − w00) · yi. (B.29)

Thus, the expected utility for individuals in group a that are assigned the decision D = 0 can be715

written as:716

E(UDS |D = 0, A = a) = w00 + (w01 − w00) · P (Y = 1|D = 0, A = a). (B.30)
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Hence, we simply require the utility weights w01 and w00 to be unequal and independent of a. Then,717

the proof of Proposition 11 is similar to the one of Proposition 6.718

If w01 and w00 do not depend on the group membership (w0y ⊥ a), and w01 ̸= w00, then the degree719

to which Fegalitarianism is fulfilled is equivalent to the degree to which FoR parity is fulfilled, multiplied720

by |w01 − w00|. This could easily be proved – similar to the proof of Corollary 7.721

B.2.5 Sufficiency722

Sufficiency is defined as P (Y = 1|D = d,A = 0) = P (Y = 1|D = d,A = 1), for d ∈ {0, 1} [7].723

Proposition 12 (Sufficiency as utility-based fairness). If the utility weights of all possible outcomes724

do not depend on the group membership (wdy ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w10, and w01 ̸= w00, then the egalitarian725

pattern fairness condition with J = D and j = {0, 1} is equivalent to sufficiency.726

The conditions under which the utility-based fairness criteria is equivalent is shown separately for727

predictive parity (see Proposition 6) and FOR parity (see Proposition 11). Since sufficiency requires728

predictive parity and FOR parity, the the conditions for both fairness criteria must be met (i.e.,729

wdy ⊥ a), w11 ̸= w10, w01 ̸= w00, J = D, and j = {0, 1}), so that the utility-based fairness730

constraint is equivalent to sufficiency.731
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